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About This Software

What is it?

Arcane Mapper is a mapping tool designed for Digital or Virtual Tabletops and printing for physical play. Put together high
quality maps for D&D, Pathfinder, GURPS, Hero or any other Pencil and Paper RPG system - whether on the table top or
virtual. It features a simple to use interface for drawing out rooms, adding objects and adding atmosphere with high quality

lighting. Ideal for dungeons and interiors with support for outdoor environments coming before the full release.

What is the idea?

Arcane Mapper is an easy to use tool for creating maps for roleplaying games. The tool can produce top down, forced
perspective 3D looking environments that mesh well with simple images for objects - no modeling or 3D experience required.
With free assets available for private use on the internet, this software allows you to put together high quality maps for your

games with less effort, without constraining you to predefined map pieces, tiles or limited assets. Easily render out high quality
images for Virtual Tabletop games or print out maps for a physical tabletop game. Even save out .PSD files that preserve the

layers for Photoshop if you are more artistically inclined.

Longer term after the initial release, I am planning on adding Digital Desktop and possibly Virtual Desktop features with high
quality real time lighting and fog of war with an easy to use interface for GMs and players.
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What editing and mapping features does the software support?

 Rendering high quality images (such as JPG, PNG, PSD) for use with Virtual Tabletops such as Roll20.

 Printing high quality images from your maps for Physical Tabletop play.

 Drag and Drop images directly onto your map, drop folders or selected files to add many images at once to your
Library.

 The ability to import and export libraries where assets are already setup with scaling, lighting and shadow settings.

 Easy to use interface for adding objects to your maps, scaling, moving, rotating and placing them rapidly. Supports a
full set of configurable hot keys.

 Full undo and redo support.

 Layers to organize objects and environments with the ability to decide which layers cast shadows and are affected by
lighting.

 Draw arbitrarily shaped rooms and easily connect them together. Each room can have its own settings, textures and
look.

 Draw pits, lowered sections, stairs and raised platforms right into your rooms.

 Procedural liquids to fill your pits and help you create sewers and water ways.

 Procedural details such as dirt, mold and spider webs.

 High quality lighting with soft shadows, any object can be a light and any object can cast shadows.

 High quality ambient occlusion to ground your objects in the map.

 Seamless exterior and interior maps with layers to support roofs.

 Multiple maps in one - see maps below the current map with fading or fogging - to give large buildings and dungeons a
sense of depth.

What systems does this support

 GPU that supports OpenGL 3.0 or newer

 Windows Vista, 7, 8, 10.

 Memory requirements based on art and map size, recommended 4GB or more.

What about Mac and Linux?

These depend on the demand and interest in the product. Ultimately supporting another platform is time consuming and so can
only be done if there is enough interest.
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Title: Arcane Mapper
Genre: Design & Illustration, Early Access
Developer:
Arcane Architect
Publisher:
Arcane Architect
Release Date: 28 Apr, 2017
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slightly less ♥♥♥♥♥♥ Gravity Badgers. I've heard Murray's work before - they were brilliant, and this one is no exception.
You can really hear the care and detail that goes into every note. It's something you'd expect from a high budget motion picture.
Usually you can tell if instruments in songs are using samples, but this one sounds like a legitimate Erhu being played. At this
price I felt like I was ripping him off. Nice work, Murray!. For me it is a 10\/10

What a beautiful, amazing, fantastic adventure and point and click game. I adored it from the very start until the breath-taking
\u2013 and somehow - a bit sorrowful ending. No worries \u2013 no spoilers. It is a good story.

The story is eminent in all details. Just eminent.

It folds out again and again and all of the characters come to life. You really do believe in them as the story unfolds.
All characters matters. Good or evil. Because it is a game of good and evil \u2013 could it have been anything else?

The graphics are well composed; all of a sudden you notice details that you did not pay attention to earlier. The details may not
have anything to do with the story, but it doesn\u2019t matter.
But this is how you can tell that the developers really cared. That the game really mattered to them in all those tiny details. And
then it matters to you as well.

Be in for a game with some nut-cracking puzzles \u2013 some of them may not make any sense at first, but we will figure it out
sooner or later.
And maybe we will not\u2026

If it is a problem, the game has an amazing hint system: You can ask for a hint \u2013 but only a little piece of hint little by
little. It is unfolding to the length of your need. Nothing more...
I have played a lot of games in the same genre on Steam and on other platforms, but this is truly the best way of helping the
players if they are stuck.

As you can tell, I really enjoyed \u201cThe Inner World\u201d.
Nah: I was carried away to another world, and I wished I could stay there forever. It was one of my best game experiences ever.

I will give it a 10\/10, and I am going to play again and maybe again. I might have missed some obscure details\u2026 In fact: I
know I have\u2026

If you like point and click, well-thought-of voiceovers (sorry I didn\u2019t mention those \u2013 they are terrific), lots of
surprises, astonishing characters and a good length of a game, you should just buy it. It is AMAZING!

I am looking forward to se more games from the indendant german studio Fizbin.. Game was fun. A little short but worth the
price. The last level took me (probably) a good hour to solve.. A bit like I wanna be the guy with quality pixels really describes
this game, made by yellow afterlife and ampersandbear, this game follows a boy in blue on a radical adventure to get to the
other side while michevious players use already difficult enemies to mess you up. 9\/10 a few quality of life things could be
done to improve it but other than that it's golden. I've finished the chapter 2 (so I'm technically midway through), and the game
is so bland. It's also very obscure: it doesn't lead you appropriately, explicitly or implicitly.

There aren't a lot of fights, but when there are it's the most awful thing ever. The fighting itself isn't bad, in fact it's minimalist
and I love it, but if you die in a boss fight (some attacks kill you instantly), you have to start from the beginning of the fight. It's
always the same sequence, so it becomes partly a game of memorization.

Also, while I turned it off, what's up with the tweets? Apart from marketing purposes, why did they include it in this game? This
feels so out of place.

I'm mixed toward the dialogues and narration. Maybe I'll make up my mind when I'll have finished the game (if that happens
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someday).

So far, the only good thing is the soundtrack, but I don't find it extraordinary like most people seem to do.. Stop selling stuff that
should be free Paradox. It makes you look bad.. You can get high on trees with some magic dude. In a game where you are a
farmer and can bang half of the town's population. 10\/10. The Shopkeeper sounded like an interesting little game for its price,
but having played some of it I wish I had waited longer and read some of the user reviews. The game felt slightly broken, with
scenes never really tying together correctly. You're merely dropped in with no explanation as to what's happening. Apart from
that there was very little to do, and gameplay boiled down to an occasional clock clicking or skipping of dialogue that came up
previously, which is far from the "point & click" gameplay they claimed to offer. While the art is nice the repetition of scenes
wears thin very quickly. If you want to experience this game for the art style then just look at the screenshots above, as these
were the only settings I encountered while playing through. All in all, I can't say I'd recommend this one. Worse still, with their
comparison they have sullied the once proud name of Antiques Roadshow, which is frankly unforgivable.. Super Duper Party
Pooper is a rhythm game about poo, basically you have to time your key presses just right to earn poop and points. You are then
able to poop that poop onto the faces of your background dancers.
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Great Western game for the late 1990s era.. I love this game! I am so sad because I cannot finish it. My game is glitching at the
puzzle in the "upside down labrynth" when I am doing the object search. There seems to be no key to open the chest to get the
necklace. I have watched a walkthrough for the game, and my game just doesn't have the key to open to chest. Looks like I can't
complete this game that I paid for... and I was really loving it too.. As near as I can tell, there are literally two games in this
genre - this one and Tiny Town VR. There are pros and cons to each:

1) Diorama Worlds appears to give you limited animation while Tiny Town does not - the best reason to get this
2) Diorama Worlds has no tutorial and is WAY less intuitive than Tiny Town VR
3) Tiny Town VR appears to have more assets in general, but all are completely static and offer very little customization
4) Tiny Town VR appears way more stable at this point
5) Tiny Town VR has multiple various features to make it easier to place, move, copy\/paste, etc. art assets - Diorama Worlds
may have such tools, but good luck finding them without doing a search via the forums or a Wiki.

Despite the fact that Tiny Town VR has a lot more polish, more assets, and has the oh so important 'ease of use' concept down
pat, I'd still say pick both up if you can. However, if Tiny Town VR ever adds any sort of animation feature, than skip Diorama
Worlds, as that is basically the one and only reason to get it over Tiny Town VR.. very nice very good good good. it was nice while
it lasted, played the entire game about 4x on 4 different characters, did lots of pvp and every dungeon in the game but it all kinda
went to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665as soon as i had to upgrade my gems and artifact to the max.
its simply impossible getting the best ones without doing some form of pay2win through cash shop or botting yourself ingame
currencies over multiple accounts.
that being said the game is fun for a playthrough just to get most of the story since the areas in this game are pretty nice (the ones
where you dont sit inside of a sewer for an hour) and the quests are pretty fun.. I really love Alien Field so far, I think it is the most
visually appealing game Mindware has made yet. It might be a little easier then Heiankyo Alien at the time, but Mindware is always
good at updating they're games and balancing to make things more challenging as time goes along. I'm sure they will also add some
challenging achievements like the rest of the games they released too. The older version of Alien Field included in this was really
hard, I died way faster then I did in the newer version, but I did buy this mainly for the newer version of Alien Field, so I still feel
it is definetly worth the price. The tunes in this are first class! Killing aliens has never been this much fun since Heiankyo Alien.
10\/10
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